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SUMMARY

Introduction: Due to the global crisis of 2008/2009, health professionals have become aware of the lack of resources in the health system when they were forced to allocate resources themselves during their daily work. However, it remains poorly researched how the global crisis accompanied by cost containment is reflected in the economic reasoning of health professionals.

Aim: The aim of this study was to identify the dimensions of economic reasoning of health professionals who are subject to implicit influences.

Methods: The academic study included a random sample of health professionals in the institutions of the Republic of Serbia, who voluntarily agreed to fill healthcare professionals’ economic reasoning questionnaire with nine items (HPER-9) which contains seven dimensions: the negligence of the cost of quality by the administration and financier; the consideration of the market price and healthcare benefit; market orientation considering patient’s requests the recognition of inadequate resource allocations by non-medical administrative authority; the attitude about redirecting the profit from state to private healthcare sector; the recognition of the unjustified spending by the healthcare professionals, and the physician / patient relationship. Respondents were divided into two groups according to the time of the survey. The first group of respondents was surveyed before the introduction of restrictive measures in the health system of the Republic of Serbia. The second group of respondents was surveyed after the implementation of restrictive measures due to the economic crisis.

Results: Compared to the period before the introduction of economic restrictions, after their introduction, the score of the consideration of the market price and healthcare benefit as well as score of the physician / patient relationship remained unchanged, while scores of other dimensions have deteriorated.

Conclusions: The negligence of quality costs of non-medical administrations, unjustified spending by healthcare professionals, the attitude about redirecting the profit from state to private healthcare sector but also the behavior of non-medical administrations, are important dimensions of economic judgment and behavior of health professionals under
explicit and implicit influences.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, due to the global economic crisis of 2008/2009, health professionals and patients have become aware of the lack of resources in the health system [1]. As patients had bitter experience with waiting lists for health services, but also with restricting access to certain drugs or procedures in the public (state) health sector [2], employees in the health sector were forced to resort to streamlining procedures during daily practice in decision-making [3], i.e. to allocate funds on their own at the microeconomic level by adapting to the circumstances marked by the lack of resources [4,5,6]. The micro-allocation of funds, in turn, has triggered an avalanche of new problems related to some of its ethical aspects, such as: (1) utilitarianism (maximization of well-preserved years of life) [7]; (2) egalitarianism (giving equal opportunities to all) [8]; (3) prioritism (giving priority to those most at risk) [9].

On the other hand, measuring the economic judgment of health professionals can be defined as measuring the subjectively expressed level of experience of health professionals in the spectrum of dimensions of reasoning about the personal economic role of health care employees, the economic role of management and the economic role of education and occupation of health professionals [10]. However, the economic judgment of health professionals is subject to influences, both from the microeconomic level (implicit influences) [11] and from the macroeconomic level (explicit influences) [12].

AIM

The aim of this study was to identify the dimensions of economic reasoning of health professionals who are subject to implicit influences, as well as to identify the dimensions of economic reasoning who are subject to explicit influences, before and after the introduction of restrictive measures in the health system of Serbia during the global economic crisis.

METHODS

The academic study included a random sample of doctors, dentists and pharmacists employed in primary, secondary or tertiary health care in the institutions of the Republic of Serbia, who voluntarily agreed to fill healthcare professionals’ economic reasoning questionnaire with nine items (HPER-9) [10]. Respondents were divided into two groups according to the time of the survey. The first group of respondents was surveyed before the introduction of restrictive measures in the health system of the Republic of Serbia in 2010. The second group of respondents was surveyed after the implementation of restrictive measures due to the economic crisis in the period 2011-2012.

The HPER-9 questionnaire is a structurally validated and reliable instrument [10] with only 9 items and contains the following seven dimensions of economic judgment of health professionals: (1) the negligence of the cost of quality by the administration and financier; (2) the consideration of the market price and healthcare benefit; (3) market orientation considering patient’s requests; (4) the recognition of inadequate resource allocations by non-medical administrative authority; (5) the attitude about redirecting the profit from state to private healthcare sector; (6) the recognition of the unjustified spending by the healthcare professionals and (7) the physician / patient relationship. Modalities of the offered answers according to the HPER-9 questionnaire were: I quite agree, I agree, I don’t have opinion, I don’t agree and I don’t agree at all. The offered ordinal answer modalities will be expressed numerically according to the upward Likert’s scale from 0-4, corresponding to the level of the agreement with each item or assertion, so that the minimum level of agreement (I don’t agree at all) is rated as a 0, whereas the maximum level of agreement (I quite agree) is rated as a 4.

Statistical methods
Category variables are described by frequency and percentage. The description of numerical variables was performed by the arithmetic mean as a measure of the central tendency of...
the data set, while their variation is shown by standard deviation. The difference in scores by dimensions and total score between different groups of respondents was assessed by Student t-test. The accepted level of statistical significance was 0.05. The statistical package for social research “SPSS 19” (Chicago, Illinois) was used for data processing.

RESULTS

The total number of respondents included in the study in both study periods was 1472, and they came from a total of 64 health care institutions in the Republic of Serbia. In the period before the introduction of economic restrictions, there were 650 respondents (44.16%). Of the total number of respondents, 69 (5.09%) were dentists, 76 were pharmacists (5.16%), while the remaining respondents were doctors (89.75%). Descriptive statistics according to the scores of economic judgment of health professionals in the total study population before and after the intervention are shown in Table 1.

A difference was found in the period before in relation to the period after economic restrictions in the score of dimension 1 (t = 3.350, p = 0.001). A higher score, i.e. a less noticeable negligence of the cost of quality by the administration and financier was found before the economic restrictions in relation to the period after economic restrictions (Table 2). There was no difference in the period before compared to the period after the intervention in the score of dimension 2 - The consideration of the market price and healthcare benefit (t = -0.957, p = 0.551). However, there were differences in the period before compared to the period after the economic restrictions in the score of dimension 3 (t = 2,800, p = 0.005). A higher score, i.e. a more noticeable degree of market orientation considering patient’s request was before economic restrictions, compared to the period after economic restrictions (Table 2). A difference was also found in the period before, in relation to the period after economic restrictions in the score of dimension 4 (t = 9.399, p <0.0001). The higher score, i.e. higher level - The recognition of inadequate resource allocation by non-medical administrative authority, was before economic restrictions in relation to the period after economic restrictions (Table 2). A difference was found in the period before in relation to the period after the intervention in the score of dimension 5 (t = 2.979, p = 0.003). A higher score, i.e. a less intense attitude towards the redirecting the profit from the state to the private healthcare sector was measured before the economic restrictions in relation to the period after the economic restrictions (Table 2). In the period before versus the period after economic restrictions, a difference in the score of dimension 6 was found (t = -.7.406, p <0.0001). A higher score, i.e. higher the recognition of unjustified spending by healthcare professionals, was found after economic restrictions compared to the period before economic restrictions (Table 2). There was no difference in the period before compared to the period after the intervention in the score of dimension 7 - The physician / patient ratio (t = -0.947, p = 0.344) - Table 2. Economic restrictions also led to a decrease in the total HPER-9 square in the period after – compared to the period before their introduction (t = 4.663, p <0.0001) - Table 2.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics by HPER-9 scores dimensions and the total HPER-9 score for respondents in both periods (before and after the introduction of economic restrictions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Description</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>D1</strong> score - The negligence of the cost of quality by the administration and financier</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D2</strong> score - The consideration of the market price and healthcare benefit</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D3</strong> score - Market orientation considering patient's requests</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D4</strong> score - The recognition of inadequate resource allocation by non-medical administrative authority</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D5</strong> score - The attitude about redirecting the profit from state to private healthcare sector</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D6</strong> score - The recognition of the unjustified spending by the healthcare professionals</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D7</strong> score - The physician/patient relationship</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total HPER-9 score (from 4 to 44)</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>24.91</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total HPER-9 score (from 0% to100%)</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>52.27</td>
<td>10.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

From the point of view of reasoning and decision-making of health experts regarding the micro-allocation of funds in institutions, we showed that the observations of health experts were that the degree of inadequate resource allocation by non-medical administrative authority was less noticeable after compared to the period before economic constraints. On the other hand, health experts observed that the unjustified spending by healthcare professionals was more noticeable after, compared to the period before the economic restraint. In other words, the intervention of economic restraint, in itself, is a consequence of micro-allocation of funds, by which financiers, in our case the Republic Health Insurance Fund (RHIF) of the Republic of Serbia, allocate less funds to the health sector due to budget deficit. However, the policy of economic restraint cannot be considered a good economic policy that with clear certainty leads to any savings of resources in the health sector [13 – 15]. Hence, the impact of economic constraints is defined as implicit. Also, such a policy cannot be considered reformist, because health system reform implies long-term projection of the effects of different models of health systems based on good evaluation of previous causes of unjustified spending, poor allocation of funds, loss of funds, as well as deficiencies or abuses in health insurance and healthcare processes.

At the beginning of this decade, health care reforms planned to be implemented in the U.S. health care system are based on a quality and value-based payment approach. This approach should include permanent evaluation of quality costs, as well as control and gradual unification of prices and quality of health services, both in the private (supplementary insurance) and in the state (fixed, mandatory) health sector [16]. However, the assessment of quality costs in the healthcare industry comes down to the individual efforts of researchers, both in developed and economically underdeveloped countries [17, 18]. On the other hand, in our study we showed that the main dimension of economic reasoning of health professionals is the negligence of the cost of quality by the administration and financier authority, and that in the period after, compared to the period before economic restrictions, there was an intensification of their neglect. This result is explained by the fact that from the period of introduction of restrictions until the beginning of 2014, in the health system of the Republic of Serbia, but also in developed European countries, preparations were made for the introduction of payment for health services to hospitals according to the system of diagnostic related groups (DSG) [19 – 20]. The mentioned pay-
ment model is known to be extremely restrictive, although it achieves “unification” of the costs of diagnostics and treatment of patients according to internationally coded diagnoses. However, a well-known drawback of this payment system is that its application neglects, misjudges or underestimates the cost of health care quality, especially in the treatment of critically ill patients [17]. It is pointed out that the DSG payment system does not provide any knowledge, control or restraint of costs in the private health sector in the Republic of Serbia, so it will not be known how they affect the costs and quality of health services in the state health sector. In this study, we showed that economic restrictions in health professionals produce an experientially detrimental experience that their work in public institutions is not worthwhile, and that profits can be expected in the private health sector due to their stronger attitude about redirecting the profit from state to private healthcare sector. However, this actually leads to redirecting the costs of poor quality from the private to the state sector, because more difficult and serious health outcomes should be expected for the most difficult patients who are predominantly treated in state inpatient institutions in the Republic of Serbia.

We have shown that under implicit influences a lower degree of inadequate resource allocation can be expected by non-medical administrative authority, while paradoxically, implicit influences lead to an increasing degree of unjustified spending by healthcare professionals. This is confirmed by examples of interventions in European countries related to the control of adverse outcomes in the use of benzodiazepines, where, true, “at all costs” not only wanted to save, but an attempt was made to reduce the possibility of serious adverse health outcomes in the elderly population [22]. A new physician payment model (“pay-to-performance”) was applied here, where physicians received bonuses if they replaced one benzodiazepine drug in the elderly with another, safer for the elderly population. However, it has been completely lost out of sight that the younger population, which has also become addicted to benzodiazepines due to their inadequate and excessive use, will also grow old. Rewarding doctors in order to achieve vague and irrationally defined microeconomic goals, prospectively speaking, is only attempt to construct a “petuum mobile” for unjustified spending of resources, especially human resources with unforeseeably bad consequences in the health system. Regarding the excessive use of benzodiazepines, authors support the opinion that it is inappropriate to do nothing to control their use, as is the case in Serbia or Croatia, but to follow the example of neighboring Slovenia, which successfully solved this problem gradually, favoring explicit macroeconomic impacts. Authors suggested to improve the health system by increasing the number of psychiatric specialists who will be able to balance the cost-benefit and properly use a quality group of benzodiazepines. This is possible through economic investment in the health system, which depends on the overall economic power of the countries, Serbia and Croatia, which can use the results of Slovenia as an example [23]. Regarding the second, but no less important dimension of economic judgment of health professionals regarding the degree of consideration of the market price and health benefits, the level of which remained unchanged under the influence of economic restrictions, we saw that it depends on knowledge and perceptions of health professionals about costs and expected effects. The aforementioned knowledge was acquired during basic and specialist studies of health professionals, during their continuous medical education, daily guild activities, such as the making and adoption of guides to good clinical practice at the national level, and the like [11]. The impacts that shape this dimension of economic reasoning of health professionals are known as explicit impacts, as they are based on well-considered strategies and medical evidence and as such, have long been “imprinted” in the minds of health professionals. Also, it was logical to expect absolute resistance of dimension 7 - Physician / patient relationship to change under implicit influence, which is shaped by a traditionally established relationship that suffers a historically long-lasting and strong explicit influence. The traditional doctor / patient relationship can only seemingly suggest its possible easy submission to local, implicit influences, but the basic ethical principles on which the medical sciences are based also come from the macroeconomic level.

CONCLUSION

Finally, authors conclude that the negligence
of quality costs of non-medical administrations and unjustified spending by healthcare professionals are the most important and informative dimensions of economic reasoning of health professionals about their behavior, but also the behavior of non-medical administrations under implicit economic influences. In addition to the negligence of the cost of quality, the shift of profits from the public to the private sector is an important dimension of economic judgment of health professionals, which also suffers implicit influences, especially in underdeveloped countries. In the face of the impending global economic crisis, all the above points to the urgent need to unify the prices of health services and electronically connect health institutions with financiers, both in the private and public health sectors, in order to adequately detect, evaluate and control quality costs in health institutions and prevent deepening budget deficit, due to inadequate allocation of resources in health systems.
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**Eksplcitni i implicitni uticaji na ekonomsko rasuđivanje zdravstvenih stručnjaka posle globalne krize 2008/2009 - Izazovi ili ključevi u oporavku zdravstvenih sistema pred nadolazećom globalnom krizom?**
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**KRATAK SADRŽAJ**

**Uvod:** Zbog globalne krize 2008/2009, zdravstveni stručnjaci postaju sveni manja sredstava u zdravstvenom sistemu kada su bili prinuđeni da sami vrše alokaciju resursa tokom svakodnevnog rada. Međutim, ostaje slabo istraženo kako se globalna kriza praćena ograničavanjem troškova odražava na ekonomsko rasuđivanje zdravstvenih stručnjaka.

**Cilj:** Cilj ove studije bio je da identifikuje dimenzije ekonomskog rasuđivanja koje podležu implicitnim uticajima.

**Metod:** Akademska studija je obuhvatila slučajni uzorak zdravstvenih radnika u ustanovama Republike Srbije, koji su dobrovoljno pristali da popune upitnik ekonomskog rasuđivanja zdravstvenih radnika sa devet pitanja, koji sadrži sedam dimenzija: zanemarivanje troškova kvaliteta administracije i finansijera; razmatranje tržišne cene i zdravstvene dobiti; tržišna orijentacija prema zahtevima pacijenta; prepoznavanje neadekvatne alokacije resursa od nemedicinskih organa uprave; stav da se profit preusmerava iz državnog u privatni zdravstveni sektor; prepoznavanje neopravdanog trošenja zdravstvenih stručnjaka, i odnos lekar / pacijent. Ispitanici su prema vremenu anketiranja podeljeni u dve grupe. Prva grupa ispitanika anketirana je pre uvođenja restriktivnih mera u zdravstveni sistem Republike Srbije. Druga grupa ispitanika anketirana je nakon sprovođenja restriktivnih mera zbog ekonomske krize.

**Rezultati:** U odnosu na period pre uvođenja ekonomskih restrikcija, posle njihovog uvođenja, samo su skorovi za dimenzije razmatranje tržišne cene i zdravstvene dobiti, kao i odnosa lekar / pacijent ostali nepromenjeni, dok je po skorovima preostalih dimenzija došlo do pogoršanja ekonomskog rasuđivanja i ponašanja zdravstvenih stručnjaka.

**Zaključak:** Zanemarivanje troškova kvaliteta nemedicinskih organa uprave, neopravdan trošenje zdravstvenih radnika, stav o preusmeravanju profita iz državnog u privatni zdravstveni sektor, važne su dimenzije ekonomskog rasuđivanja i ponašanja zdravstvenih stručnjaka pod implicitnim ekonomskim uticajima.

**Ključne reči:** ekonomsko rasuđivanje, zdravstveni stručnjaci, globalna kriza, obuzdavanje troškova
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